
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Enjoy an icy pour every time with the Silhouette Pro outdoor-rated keg 
cooler. Designed and built for the outdoors, fully wrapped in protective 
stainless steel with matching door handle, toe-kick, and tap and tower – this 
keg cooler is built to withstand even the harshest outdoor elements. Front 
ventilation makes building this keg cooler into any outdoor kitchen or bar 
easy. Or use it freestanding and serve up cold draft beer to friends on your 
deck or inside the pool house. You have everything you need to go from 
keg to glass, including Silhouette’s Premium Tap-right™ tap tower, coupler 
and regulator, all made in the USA. The Silhouette Pro outdoor-rated 
stainless steel keg cooler is the pinnacle of backyard entertainment.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Width 59cm 23.44"

Depth 65cm 25.81"

Height 97cm 38.19"

Shipping Details

Shipping Weight 21kg 47 kglbs

Capacity

Volume 184 litres 6.51 cu.ft.

Temperature Range
Temperature Low: 2.2 °C High: 10 °C

WARRANTY

24-Month in-home warranty on parts and labour

KEG COOLER
Built-in, outdoor, full size Keg Cooler - DKC055D1SSPRO

PRODUCT FEATURES

Sun, Wind and Rain
Corrosion resistant, full wrap 304 stainless steel chassis, door handle, toe-
kick, and tap and tower. This keg cooler can withstand even the harshest 
outdoor elements.

Icy Pour Every Time
Polished 3" insulated stainless steel tower with drip tray ensures you have 
an icy pour every time with no mess.

Move the Party Inside
Four castors make this keg cooler easy to move around. Weather’s not 
cooperating? Move the party inside.

Discrete CO2 Storage
Two straps keep the CO2 cylinder secure inside the keg cooler cabinet for 
easy access when built in.

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience

www.silhouetteappliances.com

Danby Products Ltd. PO Box 1778, Guelph, Ontario Canada N1H 2Z9 (519) 837-0920 FAX: (519) 837-0449 
We can make elegance look effortless, but it is always evolving. This is why our specifications may also change along the way, so these specifications are 
subject to change without notice. MSRP is Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price and may not necessarily be the price at which the product is sold.
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